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Takashi MIKAMI and Jin YOSHIMuRA
 (Received June 30, 1985)

                                 Abstract

   The static and dynamic analysis of shells of revolution using the collocation method is

described. The proposed method in which the collocation points are taken at the roots of

orthogona} polynomial is usecl to discretize the space-variable. The versatility and accu-

racy are illustrated through several numerical examples. The method appears to be easy

to formulate and simple to use.

                              1. Introduction

   The system of equations for the analysis of shells of revolution are, in general, too

complicated to be solved exactly, except for a particular shell such as cylindrical tank. It

is, therefore, natural that various methods have been developed to obtain approximate

solutions.

   The procedure adopted here is the collocation rnethod, which is one method of the

weighted residual techniques. This method has been modified and improved in recent

years, and successfully used in chemical engineeringi). However, the application of the

method to structural mechanics, especially shell structures, is comparatively limited.

   The subdornain (partition) method, analogous to the collocation method, has been used

to analyze axisymmetric shell prob}ems. This method was used by Langhaar, et a12). for

a bending problem of shells of revolution. Subsequently, a similar method was used by

several authors3'`) to analyze a stability and static problems of axisymmetric shells.

However, to the lest of the writer's l<nowledge applications to dynamic response problems

are not available.

   The main objective of this,paper is to show an application of the collocation method

to the static and dynamic analysis of shells of revolution, and to present some important

features of this method. In the present analysis, the collocation methed is used to replace

the field equations by a set of ordinary differential equations in time. The resulting

equations are solved by a direct time integration.

   To demonstrate the applicability of the method, several example problems are present-

ed, and the results are compared with other proposed solution techniques. This compari-

son shows that the method yields very good results with relatively coarse discretization

patterns.

Dept. of Civil Engineering, Hokkaido University.
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                          2. Basic Eqwaeiofts of SheEl

   LettheshellbedividedintoNelements(a) ;lx (b)
ofarbitrarymeridionallength[Fig.1(b)]. .i g:,:gflar.,yot

Denoteapointonthemeridionalcoordinate ,,v.r,

byi,whereivariesfromltoN+1.The ,/ff ,
topoftheshellisatpoint1andthebaseis' rpX'U

t
                                           .---------t-----------･ eBo/u:il.y..
pointN+1.Thelocalcoordinates(t4y,:) ,
                                                     ,:--.-
are shown in Fig, 1 (a), and x is measured Axts ot Revoiution
from the top of the i th element as shown in
                                         Fig. 1

    Basicequationsoftheshellwillbebased ments.
on the linear theory given by Novozhilov5).

    E4uations of Motion.

'

va ntl       2
,

Eterftent t

t

        t+1

        N-1
ELernent e-

        NEtement N
        N+1

(a) Typical shell of revolution ;

   Divition of shell into Nele-

                          The present analysis consists of a system of fourth second-

order linear differential equations. Therefore, the three displacement components (U, V,

W) and the meridional moment ll(. are used as dependent Variables.

    Neglecting the rotary inertia terms, the governing equations of arbitary shells of

revolution are,

     '                                           '                                                           '  O(g.Nx) + OoNoxem N, dd.r - }, [0(SYx) + 0oMexe - Me dd.r ]+ rq.

  = rpla 0o2t,U ;O(roNxxe) + Oollille + N,. Zi - ;, [Oo¥e + O(roMoxe)

          tt                      '  + Mex g.r ]+ rqe- rph 9,2,¥;r( Y,x + Y,e )+ -IL- 8, [6,¥e

                                         '  + a(roMxxe) + M,. Sxr ]+ oOx [0(orMx x) + 6oMoex - M, li ]

                                       '                '  +rqz==rph0o2tlll ･･--･-'･･-･･----･･････-･---･--･･････････----･-･-････-･･･-(i)

       '                                          '
in which h= shell thickness;p =mass density;t=time; ACI, Ne, Me Nex==membrane

stress resultants ; Mx, Mei Mxe, Mex=moment stress resultants ; qx, qe, qg =external

loads; r==distance of point on the middle surface of･the shell from the axis of revolution

[Fig. 1(a )] ;and za, 2ei ==principal radii of the curvature of the middle surface of the shell

[Fig. 1 (a )] .

   'The stress resultants can be expressed as

  IVx = K(ex + yEe); Ne = K(ee + vEx); Nxe = Nex : Glarxe;

 Mx =: - D(rcx + vree);Me : - D(rce + vrcx);Mxe = Mex = - D(1-y)rcxe ''''''''' (2)

in which v=Poisson's ratio ; G==shear modulus ; K=extensional rigidity ; D --bending

rigidity ; ex, ee, 7xe =strains ; and xx, xe, rcxe =curvatures.

    The strains and curvatures are given by
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  ex= Z' .U- lll,; Ee t: -l5'- Z,V+ii; Sf - 4,; 7xe- -l)- g,U + g.V

  -{fL gi; rcx == 8. (9, + gva. ); rce--l)- 8, (,V, - gur, )+}(Y,

  + gur.)li;2rcxe-3(g;ge, + ;, g,U--],- Sf O,:y+-;, gw.)

  " V(;,2 ddrx2 + .lr, Zi + rlr, Zi ) '''"'''"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''""'''''"'"(3)

                                             '
    The displacements, stress resultants, and loads will be expanded in a Fourier series in

the circumferential direction. Let a and cr be a reference of length and stress, respectively.

Then we have

               2 co  (.U,VPIi)== Sah .li.1,(ucosnO, vsinne, wcosno);

                                          '                    co  (Nx,Ne,Me)=: Oa Z(nxcosne, ne sinne, nxe cosnO);
                   n:e

  (Mx,Me,Mxe) :oa2:(mxcosne, mesinne, mxecosnO);

                   n=o ･                                           '           '
  (qx,qe,qa)=d S(pxcosfoo, pesinne, pzcosne) ･･････････････････････････････L･････(4)

               n=o

in which E=Young's modulus;and n==harmonic number. In Eq. 4 the superscript (n) on

the Fourier coefficients has been omitted for brevity.

   If the stress resultants are expressed in terms of the chosen dependent variables, Eq.

1 becomes

  b,u"+b,u'+b,u+blut+qv+dawr+b,w+b,ml+b,m.
  =-Px+it' ････-･･････････----･･･'"'････････-････-･･･"'-････--･-･-･-･-･--･･････--･･-･･(5a)

  b,, ut+ b,, za+ b,, v"+ b,, vt+ b,, v+ b,s w"+ b,, wt+ b,7 w

  +bismx=wwPe+b' '''''''''''"''"'''"'''''''''''''''"'''''H''''H''"'""""'''"''H'''''"'"(5b)

  b,,v'+oj,v+oj,uU+oj,ut+bj,v+b,,w'i+bj,wt+b,,w
  +b27mk'+b2smk+b2gmx==-Pz+be' ''"･･--･-･･･H-'･'･･･････-･･-･･'''H''･･･-'"･･･(5c)

in which ( )'=O( )/a4 ;(' ):O( )/OT ; T=(E/1of"2t/a=the nondimensional time

variable;and 4 =x/l =the nondimensional space variable. Furthermore, l==the meridio-

nal length of the element, and 6 takes the values O to 1 in the element.

    The meridional moment-displacement relation is taken as the fourth equation. Then

this relation can be pxpressed as

  b,, u'+b,, u+b,, v+b,, wU-Fb,, w'+b,, w+b,, m. :O ･･････-･･････････････t･････-･･･-･･･-(sd)

Detailed expressions6) for the coefficients bi, ..., b36 in Eqs. 5 have been omitted.here for

brevity.

   BoundaryConditionsandContinudyConditions. Ingeneral,thequantitieswhich
appear in the boundary conditions and the continuity conditions are the generalized

displacements a X VPC and ¢x and the generalized forces ,AC,, Mk, S3c, and 7'}. The
quantities Sx, 71r, and dix are the effective shear resultants and the rotation defined as

'
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  T. =Q.+ ; OoMtlee; s.::= N.,- ZIil;e; ¢.== Y, - 0oW. ････････-･･-･･････-･--･････(6)

in which Q.=(1/r)[a(rM.)/ax+ OMex/aO- Me dr/du] =the shear stress resultant. Let us

express 7)c, Sx and ¢x as

             '  (Tk,Sx)==oa.Xco=,(lycosnas.sinno);dix=lah.SipxcosnO ･･･････････････(7)

As done before, the Fourier coefficents for the forces Al}, Sx, 71le and the rotation dix can

be expressed in terms of za, v, w, and mx as follows:

  nx=clu'+c2u+c3v+c4wl sx=csu+c6v'+c7v+csw'

  +cg wj tx=clo u+ cll v'+ ct2v+c13 w'+c14 w+cls ml

  +Ci6Mxlipx=Ci7U+CisW' '"---HMHH--･---･--･･------･---･-----･-(8)

in which ci, ..., cis==the coefficients;and detailed expressi6ns6) for these coefficients have

been omitted here for brevity.

   For the boundary conditions at the points 1 and IV +1 [Fig. 1(b )] , we will prescribe

the appropriate four of the quantities a X U): ¢., AC,, Mk, S., and 7-}. Thus, the'
following quantities are to be prescribed at each boundary.

  U or M; V or Sx; W or CZ'l.;¢. or M2 ････-･･････････････････････････････････････････-･･･--(9)

   In the point between adjacent elements of the shell, the continuity conditions are

  U(irmi) .. U(i); V(i-i) = v(i); w(i-i) ,,. w(i); di"i-i) ,., ¢£i);

  AJ'£i-i) .. N£i)l M£i-i} = wti)l Sfi-i) = Sfi)l [Z]5i-i) = ni} ･････････････-････(10)

in which i--2, 3, ..., N l and the i-1 and i superscripts denote values for the i-1 and i

elements, respectively.

                           3. Collocatioit Method

                                       '.. The basic procedure is as follows. If we assume that there is a. problem described by

seconddifferentialequationwithrespecttotimeTandspace4 wehave

  Lu (lg; T:)+ab' (lg; T:)=O;O<4<1 ･･･-･･･--･･････ny･･･-････-････････---･--･･･････--･- (11)

wi'th tw6'b'otiridtifYi 6ohdi{lons. in above equation, L is a linear'opefat6f, ahd(')denotes

O ( )/aT. We, for example, seek an approximate solution of the form

             M+2  u(6I, T)= ,-un, di-,(T)･4,i-i ･････-･････････････････-･-････-････,･･-･･･--･-･･---･-･(12)

in which diTi are unknown functions of time. Substituting Eq. I2 into Eq. 11 the residual

R (4, r) becorrJes
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                    M+2 ･M+Z  R(e, T)= d,-,(T) ,=, L(6iLi) + Zi7,(T> i.., 6iLi i･････････i･･････････････-･･･(13)

The r'esidual is eliminated by setting R (8, r) :O at M specified collocation points, 4･ (1'--

1, 2, ..., M) and a set of M ordinary differential equations are obtained. Then, with two

boundary conditions, M +2 equations are obtained for the M +2 unknowns.

   The roots of the orthogonal polynomial are frequently used as collocation points with

considerable success. In this paper, the collocation points, es･ (i=l, 2, ..., M), are selected

to be zeros of the Mth shifted Legendre polynomial Pma (li) defined on Os{egl. These M

points, 4, are called the interior collocation points.

   It seems convenient to write the ordinary differential equations in terms of u (e, T),

i=O, 1, ..., M +1, i. e., the solution of the interior collocation points (4･, im- 1, ..., M) and two

end points(& =:O,6M+i=l) rather than the T-dependent unknowns diLi(T). To this end,two

matrices [A] and [B] given by Eq. 20 are used to approximate the first and second

derivatives with respect to 4, respectively. From Eq. 12 it follows that

  u({Ii)･il- u((lr,, z-)== ;ti(;,2 d,nv,(r)e//-i; 0zais?T) cf,, -'()t>(l),2 eo{l'(iFL' 4,,d,7,(T);

                                                  '                                                            '                                                     '  '
   02g(giT) s,-iX.i OSfiun' 6, d,-,(r), 7-o,i,･,M+i ･･･ ･(i4)

These can be rewritten in the matrix notation as follows :

                                         '  {u}.==[Q]{d}j {u'},=[C]{d}i {u"}, =[D]{d} ･･････････--･････････-･････(15)

                                                   '                                                                       '            '
in which the derivative with respect to g is denoted by primes. In above equations, the

(M+2)-dimensional vectors {d} , {u}T,{u'}T,and {u"}T are

  {d}={do(T), di(T),''', dM+i(T)}T ''-''''''H'''''''"''""'''''''"''H''''''"''(l6)

  and {u}r :=: {za(cFo)T,''', u({ItM+i)T}T; {zd}T = {u'(Clto)T,''', za'(c?M+i)r}';

  {zt"}T=:{n"(So).,･･･,u"(4M+i)r}T ･-･-･････････････････-･･･-････････････････････････････(l7)

The (M+2)×(M -Y2) matrices [Q] , [C] , and [D] have the following components:

  Q,, =: 8//ill C,, ==(i-1) 8//-N?I D,, =(i-1)(i-2) e//7-f ･･-,･････････････････････(18)

in which i im- l, 2, .", M+2.

    Solving for of {d} in Eq. 15 the resulting expressions are

  {u'}T=[A]{za}T; {za"}T=[B]{zt}r ･･'････-･--･･･････-････-･-･･････････････-･-･･(19)

in which the (M+2)×(M+2) matrices [A] and [B] ,respectively, are given by

                               '                                                                 t/  [A] - [C][(?]Lij [B] :=: [D][Q]mi -･････････--･･･････････-･･････････････････-･･･････i･･(20)

                                              '
    In the next section, using the matrices [A] and [B] the formulation for the static

and dynamic problems of shells of revolution is presented.
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                           4. Forewaulatiom for Ske]1

    If we assume that the shell is divided into N elements [Fig. 1(b >] ,the solutions for

the leth element are taken in the following forms:

                           '                         M+2 '  [u(k), v(h), w(h), m(.k)]= : [dSkm)i (r), e(ik-)i(r), fi(-h)i,(r),

                         i--1

  gSk-'i(r)]6/r-';7'=O,1,･･･,M+1 ･････-･････････--･････-･････････････････････････････(21)

in which a e, f and g are unknown functions of time. Following the procedure as

described previously, the expressions representing the first and second derivatives of Eq.

21, say w{k), are given by the same formulas [Eq. I9] .

  {w'`h)} = [A]{w(k'}; {w"`h'} = [B]{w`h'} ''''''''''''''''''`''''''''''''''''''''''''''(22)

in which the matrices [A] and [B] are given by Eq. 20, and the vectors {w(h)} ,etc. are

given by an expressions similar to Eq. 17. For brevity, in Eq. 22 the subscripts with respect

to time, T, are dropped. .
    There are 4 (M+2) unknowns in Eq. 21. That is, the total number of unknowns is 4

(M+2)IV However,weobtain4MNequationsfromEqs.5. Inadditiontothis,wehave
eight boundary conditions and 8 (N-1) continuity conditions. Accordingly, we have 4

(M +2) N equations for 4 (M +2) N unknowns.

   4MLIVE17uations. Forthelethelement,Eq.21hastosatisfythepartialdifferential

equations (Eqs. 5) at the interior collocation points. Then, with the help of Eq. 20 this set

of partial differential equations is reduced to the following set of ordinary differential

equatlons.

    For Eq. 5a, we have

 M+2 ,nt-,[bSk)(&)B,.,,,+bSk)(S,)A,.,,,]u(h)(6,-,)+bgh)(6,)u(k)(4,)

    M+2  + : b{,k) (g,) A,.,,, v(k) (4,･-,) + b(,h) (e,) v(k) (6,)

    J'=1

    M+2  + Z btk}(E,) A,.,,,･ w(k}(6,un,)+ bSh)(6,) w{k)(6,)
    J'=1

    M+2  + : bkh)(6i) Ai+i,j ne(xk)(&-i)+bSk)(6i) m(xk)(&)
    J'--1

  = - p(.h)(ei)+ Mk)(6i); i= 1,2, ･･･, M ････--･-･-･･･--･･･-･･･････--･-･--･-･･-･---･-(23)

in which Ai+i,j and Bi+i,j=components of the matrices [A] and [B] ,respectively.

    A similar expression can be formed from the remaining equations, and the complete

set of equations, for the kth element, may be written as

  [aSk']{6Ek'}+[aSlt']{6Sh'}= -{pSk'}+[BSk']{8Lk'} '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''(24)

in which the subscripts c and e are used to represent the interior collocation points and end

points, respectively. In Eq. 24, the 4M-dirnensional vectors
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  {6Sk'}, {p`ch'}, and {8Zch'}are

  {6Sk)} ={u(k>(6,),･･･,u(h)(6.), v(k)(&),･･･,v(k)(e.), w(k)(4,),･･･,w(k)(e.), m(.k)(e,),

  ･･･,m(.k)(6.)}T; {p(,h)} = {p(.h)(e,),･･･,p(.h)(eM), p(ek)(gi),･･･,p(eh>(6M), pleh}(ei),･･･,

                                                                          '
  pSh'(6M),O,･･･,O}T; {tstcck'} ={'u'(h'(&),･･･,'zi`k'(6M), 'v'(h'(&),･･･,'v'(k'(eM), 'w'(h'(6i),

 ''',it)'`h'(gM),in`xk'(&),''',in(xk'(6M)}' ''''''''''"''''''''''''"'''""''''"''''''''''''"''''(25)

and the 8-dimensional vector {6Lk)} is

  {6Sk}}=={u(de)(e,), u{h)(4..,), v(k)(e,), v(k)(6..,), zv(k)(e,),

  w(h}(8M÷i), m(xh)(4o), m{xk)(eM+i)]T '''''''''''''''''""''''････'････････････････････-･-･･････-(26)

The 4M ×4M matrix [evSk)] and 4M ×8 matrix [aSh)] are composed of the components of

thematrices [A] and [B] ,andthe4M×4M diagonalmatrix [ew)] maybeexpressedas

  [BEk'] :diag[1,1,･･･,1,O,'H,Ol ･･''-･-'･'''･'''''""'''''m'-''''"'''''-'''"'m'mm''(27)

             ptv                3M M

    For thg overall shell, we finally arrived at 4MN equations

                                                                         '  [ac]{6c} + [ae]'{6e} =.ww {Pc} + nec]{S' 1} .':''''''''''''''''r''l'''r'';''i''''''''''''''''''(28)

in which [ev,] and [&] =the4MLIV ×4MN matrices,respectively; [a,]=:the4MN×8A[
matrix; {6,}･ , {P,} ,and {6,} =the 4MIVLdimensional vectors, respectively;and {6,} ==

the 81VLdimensional vector. A typical vector and matrix, say {a,} and [ac] ,are made

up from appropriate subvectors and submatrices as follows:

         {6S"} [a2"]                                     [o]
         {622)} [crS2}]

           --  {6c}= ;[ac]= "''''H'"""'-''''""'m"'(29)
           --           ･ [o]-･
         {6S"'} [a2"']
EightE27uations. Fromtheboundaryconditionsatthepoints1andN+1[Fig.I(b)],
we obtain eight equations. Let us consider the case of a free point 1 that is clamped at

point N + 1.

    The boundary conditions at point 1 may be expressed as

M.= o ; IV}= o ; S,= o ; L= o -･-･--････-･･･-･･･-････--･･･････-･･-･･･-･-･･･-･･ (3o)

With the help of Eqs. 2e and 8, for example, the first and second equations of Eq. 30 can

be written as
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                     M+2  m(.i)(s,)=o; cli)(e,) : A,, u(i}(&-,)+ c(,i}(e,) u{D(e,)
                     i=1

  + cED (6o) v(i)(8o) + cQi)(eo) w{i)(4o) '･･'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''(31)

The remaining conditions may be written as an expressions similar to Eq. 31.

   TheboundaryconditionsatpointN+lare . '
 u= o ; v== o ; w= o ; di. =: o --･･--･･}･･-･･････････-･･-･･-･･--･･--････--･･-･-･(32)

Following the same procedure Eq. 32 becomes

  u(N)(4..,) = O] v{N>(6..,) = Ol w(N)(8..,) :::: Ol

             - IM+2  cgN,)(6..,) u(N}(e..,) + c(,N,)(e..,) Z A..,,,･ w(N)(8,･-,) = O ･･･････-･--････････････････(33)

                              j--1

Final}y, eight equations can be written in the matrix form as follows :

  [7S"]i{8'E"} + ['7S"]i{6Si'} i {o} at point 1 ･･････IL･･･'ll'･L･･･････-････････････-･･･････:･･････(34a)

  [7SN']iv-i{6S"'} + [7S"']N,.i{6S"'} = {O} at point IV+1･････････････-･･･････ny･････････････････(34b)

in which [7tg}]i and [72"']N.i=the 4×4M rnatrices, respectively ; [7tY)]i and [72"']N+i=

the 4 ×8 matrices, respectively;and {a,O} and {8S )} =the 4M and 8-dimensional vectors,

respectively, with components by Eqs. 25 and 26, In Eqs. 34, the subscripts c and e refer

to the interior collocation points and end points, respectively, and the superscript (i), i=1,

Al; is used to represent the ith element. Furthermore, [ ]i(i--1, N+1) denotes the point

ionthemeridionalcoordinate.･,,.･･. '.'･･ /. ･･･ ,,･.
 8(N-1)E4uations. Fromthecontinuityconditionsatthepointsi(=2,...,ALi,we
have 8 (N -1) equations. Here consider one of the eight conditions (Eq. 10), say di"imi)=

¢Ei). WithEqs.20and8thisconditionyields

                                   M+2  cSti-i)(4..,) u(i-i)(e..,) + c{,iT･i} (6M.,) ,.:=, AM.2,j zv(il i)(ejuzi)

                                          /t                          IM+2 1
  = cgt?(4,) u(i)(S,) + cSt,)(e,) ,Z., A,,j w(i)(8j-,) ･･iny･･･････････････････････････････････････ny･(35)

                                                   '                                                'The remaining conditions may be similary formedl and the complete set of equations may

                                                   '                                                           'be written as an expression similar to Eqs. 34.

    '  [7tSi-i)],{b'Si-i)} + [7tei-i)],{,SSi.-i)} + [7tSi)],{6Si)}

                          tt /
                                                                       tt  +[7tEi>],{8Si)}={O} ･･････････ny･･･････････････-･････････ny･･-･････････････ny････････････････ny･･-･･････(36)

in which i--2, 3, ..., N; [72iuni>]i and [7E`']i--the 8×4M matrices, respectively ; [3iV'm'}]i

and[lxS)]i--the8×8matrices,respectively;{6£i-i)}and{6Ei)}=the4M-dimensionalvectors,
respective!y;and{65`-')}and{SEi)}==the8-dimensionalvectors,respectively. '

4(M+2)ArEt7uations. WritingEqs.34and36together,asasinglematrixequation,

we have
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                            ' [7c] {6c} + [7e] {6e} == {O} '''''''v''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''H'''"'''''''''''''H'''''''(37)

                       '
in which [o,b] and [7tla] ==the 8Nx4MN and 81VX8Nmatrices, respectively; and {8,}

and {6,} =the 4MN and 87V-dim6nsional vectors, respectively. A typical matrix, say

 [)!b],ismadeupfromappropriatesubmatricesasfollows: ''

[7c] =

[7Si)],

[7Si)], [7S2)],

     s-       s'

   [o]

-

[ol

i7SN-i)],,'[5)ZN)],,

       [7,SN)].,.,

      37, we

"'"H"""'HH-ny--･-----･---･ (38)

    Finally,combiningEqs.･28and obtainthefollowingmatrixequationforany

tlme T:

  [Ii'ii,,:ev:eel'j,l.S'i/iirl .-.i,ligC:ii",ilh![or.,tOoll,iig.if'IE'a3gcanberearranged (39'

                       '           t /t t/ ttttt  {6e} ::: - [7e]-i [7c](Sc} ' '''''''';'''ii''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''`'i"";''ili"''''''(4o)

              ttltt t t t              t/ t/ ttltsuzat::"eqg.,E,l:9-;",to,l},t,xp,reY//i[,tf,E.q.i?,',y?Sr,ilV9at.l"f.M?9.IE99..fi?Y,?.eO.r,,,

                  tt      '                                                     '
   For dynamic problems, a time integration scheme can be used to establish an algebraic

system of pseudstatic equatigns from Eqs. 39 and/or 41. 0n the other hand, Eqs. 39

,and/or 41 are red.uced to static prsoP,11eNnusmwerhiecnalMstteur&t2seffeCti are nOtiOnSl.dered-

                                                               tttt t                   tt                              '                                          ttt                                                            '   The versatility and accuracy of the present method are demonstrated by several

numericalexamples. .... ･'1.'
 (1)StaticAnalysis ' ...･...･ //
(lylindricalShellunclerLiquidPressure. Acylindricalshellunderliquidpressureis

analyzed. Details of the shell are given in Fig. 2. The shell was modeled as one element

with five different values of .the interior co}location points, M. Fig. 2 shows the results for

the normal displacement and the meridional moment. Also shown are numerical results

fromaclosed-for'msolutions7). ･ - ･･
   It is observed that the' present solutions are in excellent agreement with the closed-

form solutions. Also, it is found that highiaccuracy can be achieved with a relatively small

number of collocation points. Based on the results in this analysis and previous results8),

we used in all following analyses 11 collocation points (i. e. M=11) per element.･

Deop SZ)herical Cmp. To examine the applicability of the present method to the
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resultant at clamped end.

differential equations with variable coefficients, and to verify the method sensitivity to

complicated stress variation, a spherical cap under uniform loading is considered. The

dimensions and material properties used are given in Fig, 3.

   The same cap has also been discussed by several authors who used conical and curved

shell elements, and it was pointed out that the application of the conical shell element to

a deep cap yields residual bending moments in an area where membrance forces are
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predominant.

   For the present study, the cap was modeled by two different subdivisions;one element

and two elements･with equal rrieridional length. Fig. 3 shows the distribution of meridio-

nal moment. The results using the conical shell element is also shown in Fig. 3 for

comparison. As can be seen the one elememt solution agrees reasonably well with the

curved element solution whereas the two element solution almost coincides with the curved

element solution9), (which is not shown in Fig. 3).

 (2) Dymamic Analysis

ShallowSZ}hen'calCaP. Ashallowspheri-
cal cap subjected to a pulse loading, as shown

in Fig. 4, is considered. The same cap was

analyzed by Klein and Sylvester'O} who used a

conical shell element, together with an inte-

gration scheme of Chan, Cox and Benifieldii).

   In the present study, the cap was divided

into 2 elements of equal meridional length.

The time integration was carried out with the

method of Chan et al"). and the time step was

taken as idt =10-5 sec (about 7}/54) to corre-

pond timewise to the Ref. 10), where 7b is the

fundamental period of the cap.

   The normal displacement at the pole and

meridional force at the clamped end are

shown in Fig. 5 for a duration 3×10-3 sec.
The results obtained are identical to the ones

presented in Re£ 10). Additional solutions
obtained with time steps of tst･=O.15xle-`

sec and idt=O.05× 10-` sec showed no appre-
ciable differences in the results.

Clylindrical Shell. A cylindrical shell

shown in Fig. 6 is considered.

2..

   For the present analysis, the shel! was

Houbolt's solution procedurei2)

where 75 equals the fundamental

   The normal displacement

end are plotted against time in Fig. 7.

Johnson and Greif'3), using a finite

Houbolt's method for the time. It is

points per element agree reasonably well

statlons.
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                                          Fig.7 Dynamic responses of cylin-
                                                 drical shell ;(a) normal dis-
                                                 placement at free end ; (b)
                                                 meridional bending moment at
                                                 clamped end.

                          The shell is subiected to a blast loading which varies in the

meridional direction and is expressed by using the Fourier harmonics for n=O through n=

                                        divided into three equal-length elements.

                           with the time step of 5×10T` sec (about 7b/88) was used,
                             period of the shell.

                          at the free end and the meridional moment at the clamped

                                  The results are compared with those obtained by

                                 difference method for the space and employing

                                 noted that the present results using 11 collocation

                                     with those obtained using 90 finite difference
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                         6. Summary and Conclusions

   A simple yet an efficient solution scheme utilizing the collocation method was pre-

sented for static and dynamic response analysis of shells of revolution. From the numeri-

cal examples studied, it is observed that the results obtained are in excellent agreement

with those obtained from other analytical and numerical studies. Also, it is found that the

proposed method will yield relatively high accuracy using coarse discretitations in space

and large increment of time variables.

   The method can handle, without special treatment, a variety of edge support condi-

tions. Furthermore, the method may be extended, with the aid of suitable continuity

equations, to systems consisting of several shells of revolution of different shapes.
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